Thinking about pursuing a faculty position but not sure whether you are interested in teaching?

Do you know you want to be an instructor, but need help before you are ready to lead a course?

Are you uncomfortable at the thought of designing and delivering an educational lecture?

This workshop will assist you in planning content, improving delivery, and creating effective educational presentations.

**October 25**

4:00-6:00 PM

CNSI Presentation Space

Space limited!

You must register:

**RSVP**


**SPEAKER:**

Joyce Fried

Assistant Dean,

David Geffen School of Medicine

Co-Director,

Office of Continuing Medical Education

**Bio of the speaker.** Joyce Fried is an Assistant Dean in the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA and Co-Director of the Office of Continuing Medical Education. In her role as Assistant Dean she is responsible for many large projects including strategic planning, medical school accreditation, industry relations, and security and remodeling of the Center for the Health Sciences. She teaches second-year medical students, runs a gender and power abuse prevention program, and really enjoys teaching others how to teach. Her CME office sponsors 60 live courses a year as well as 20 grand rounds series.